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Blogging these days has become very common in all parts of the world without any measure of
speculation. According to an estimate, great variety of people on daily basis enters into this blogging
business and this is the reason why you see blogs on every single topic on the internet these days.
If you also want to start a blog however are confused with what to write about in your free blog, then
you do not need to worry at all as you have all the choices in the world as far as the subject matter
of your free blog is concerned.

Once you have decided in your mind on the topic that you are going to make a blog, then the next
highly significant step that you might be thinking would be how to get your free blog noticed? Itâ€™s a
major area of concern for every blogger however as a beginner you need to think more on how to
attract the readers to read your free blog and get it prominent.

Given below are few tips that would surely help you a great deal on how to get your free blog
noticed once you make a blog on your favorite topic:

a.	In order to make sure that your blog appears on the very first page of every search engine result
such as Google, yahoo, Bing and all, you need to work on your search engine optimization. In this
regard, use the most relevant key words that you think people would write while getting information
on the topic that you have made a blog.

b.	In order to make a blog or rather free blog and get it prominent among the target audiences, you
need to write attractive and relevant headlines that well defines the content and subject matter of
your blog. Writing catchy headlines also work a great deal in grabbing traffic to your free blog.

c.	Another good way to get traffic on your free blog and make it prominent is to show your input in
other similar blogs by taking part in it. Have your say on it, see what others are commenting. In this
way, those who would read your feedback will also be able to link back to your free blog.

d.	To make a blog and get it noticed, a blogger can also request other famous bloggers in the online
community to mention your link in their free blogs. In this way, people who would visit their blogs will
get to see your link and are most likely to at least open it once.
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